Clip from *The Gathering Storm*, a BBC-HBO television drama based on Volume I of Winston Churchill's six-part, Noble-Prize winning WWII chronicle. (The first volume is also called *The Gathering Storm*).

For additional background, see *Winston and Clementine - The Personal Letters of the Churchills*, edited by their daughter Mary.

Not everyone agrees with Churchill's analysis of events leading up to the war. See, for example, this article by Professor John Charmley.

Clip from *The Gathering Storm*, online courtesy BBC's WorldWide Channel at YouTube. Copyright, BBC, all rights reserved. Clip provided here for educational purposes.

See Alignments to State and Common Core standards for this story online at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/AcademicAlignment/Churchill-The-Gathering-Storm-Part-8

See Learning Tasks for this story online at:
http://www.awesomestories.com/asset/AcademicActivities/Churchill-The-Gathering-Storm-Part-8